Abstract: Nucleosome positioning plays essential roles in various cellular processes. Although many efforts have been made in this area, the rules defining nucleosome positioning is still elusive. In the present study, DNA physical parameters derived from atomistic molecular dynamic simulations were introduced to analyze nucleosomal and linker DNA sequences. The distinct structural patterns between nucleosomal and linker sequences indicate that DNA physical parameters are suitable to describe nucleosomal DNA sequences and to reveal physical mechanisms of nucleosome positioning. Further analysis of DNA flexibility around regulatory regions indicates that nucleosome positioning is closely correlated with sequence flexibility. These results demonstrate that DNA physical parameters are useful for the in silico nucleosome positioning prediction.
INTRODUCTION
Nucleosome is the elementary structural unit of chromatin in eukaryotes, which consists of a ~147 bp DNA sequence tightly wrapped around the histone-octamer core (composed of pairs of the four core histones H2A, H2B, H3 and H4) [1] . The packaging of DNA into nucleosomes affects the accessibility of genomic regions to regulatory proteins. It has been suggested that there are close relationships between nucleosome positioning and various cellular processes, such as mRNA splicing, DNA replication and DNA repair [2] [3] [4] [5] . Hence, a complete understanding of gene expression in eukaryotes requires revealing the mechanism involved in nucleosome positioning.
With the high-throughput techniques chromatin immunoprecipitation (CHIP) coupled with microarrays (CHIP-chip) and CHIP coupled with sequencing techniques (CHIP-Seq), nucleosomal data are now available for the genome of yeast, worms, flies and humans [6] [7] [8] [9] . However, the genome-wide experimental approaches are cost ineffective. Conversely, computational methods to predict nucleosome positioning sequences can be applied to genome-wide analysis without these disadvantages. In the *Address correspondence to these authors at the (W. Chen past ten years, computational models of sequence-based prediction of nucleosome positioning have been proposed [10] [11] [12] [13] . However, the existing sequence-based methods are limited due to either accuracy or resolution, and to which extent nucleosome positioning is determined by genomic sequence is still debated [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
DNA physical parameters, including three local angular parameters (twist, tilt and roll) and three translational parameters (shift, slide and rise), have essential roles in protein-DNA interactions, formation of chromosomes and higher-order organization of the genetic material in a cell nucleus [6, 19, 20] . This suite of parameters can also modulate the accessibility of DNA to regulatory proteins [21] .
In this study, the relationship between DNA physical parameters and nucleosomal DNA sequences were analyzed in the Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome. By defining flexibility of DNA, we investigated the distribution pattern of nucleosomes around transcription start site (TSS), transcription termination site (TTS) and origin of replication (ORI) and found that nucleosome positioning around TSS, TTS and ORI is strongly dependent on DNA physical properties.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Dataset
The genome sequence of Saccharomyces cerevisiae was extracted from the Saccharomyces Genome Database (http: //www.yeastgenome.org/, downloaded April 2008). The experimentally confirmed nucleosomal sequences of Saccharomyces cerevisiae were obtained from Lee et al. [22] . Each of the 1,206,683 DNA fragments in the dataset was assigned a score by lasso model, where high and low score indicate that a sequence is nucleosome forming or inhibiting, respectively [22] . According to our recent work [23] , the 5000 fragments of 150-bp with the highest scores and 5,000 fragments of 150-bp with the lowest scores were defined respectively as nucleosomal sequences and linker sequences.
Genomic Sequence Around Functional Sites
The 5015 well-defined transcripts of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome were taken from Lee and his colleague's work [22] . The 1000-bp long region from -500 bp to +500 bp flanking TSS and TTS were obtained, respectively.
The 322 experimentally confirmed ORIs were extracted from the OriDB database (downloaded September 2009) [24] . The 1000-bp long region from -500 bp to +500 bp flanking each ORI were extracted.
DNA Physical Parameters
The six DNA physical parameters (shift, slide, rise, tilt, roll and twist), which describe the deformability of naked DNA, were derived from long atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations by Goñi JR et al. [21] and have been used for promoter prediction [21, 25] . In order to have enough equilibrium samples for all the ten unique steps of DNA, Goñi JR et al. performed MD simulations of four duplexes containing several replicas of every type of base step dimer [21] . All duplexes were created in the standard B-type conformation, hydrated with around 10,600 water molecules, and neutralized by adding a suitable number of Na + ions [21] . The ten different nearest neighbor interaction values of the six parameters in any Watson-Crick DNA duplex structures were shown in Table 1 .
DNA Flexibility
To obtain a complete picture of the base-pair step deformability, conformational volume (Vol) was introduced by Olson et al. [26] . The Vol describes the flexibility of DNA dimers, and detailed descriptions about Vol can be referred to the previous literature [26] . By using the newly MD data [21] , we calculated the Vol for each of the ten unique dinucleotide steps and found that the Vol value of CG is the largest and AT is the smallest, which is consistent with previous study [26] .
On the basis of Vol, the flexibility of DNA (FD) for an lbp long DNA sequence was defined by using the following formula,
where Vol i is the conformation volume of the i-th (i=1, 2,…, 10) dinucleotide, N i is the total number of the i-th dinucleotide in the l-bp long sequence. The weighting vol i is the normalized conformation volume relative to that of CG dinucleotide. FD is an index of DNA flexibility. The higher the FD value is, the more the flexible the sequence is.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structure Profiles of Nucleosomal and Linker Sequences
To investigate the structural properties of nucleosomal DNA sequences, we analyzed the six physical structure parameters (twist, tilt, roll, shift, slide, and rise) for both nucleosomal and linker sequences in the Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome. According to the parameters reported in Table 1 , we can calculate the structure profile of any DNA double helix from its primary sequence. For a given deformation, we sum the values associated with every dinuecleotide step in the l-bp long sequence and divide the total by l-1. By using a 10-bp window with 1-bp displacement, the structural profiles for nucleosomal and linker sequences were plotted in Fig. (1) .
Dramatic differences were found between the structural property of nucleosomal sequences and that of linker sequences (Fig. 1) . For shift, rise, tilt and roll, the scores in the central regions (-40 to +40 relative to the dyad) of nucleosomal sequences were significantly higher than those of linker sequences (p<10 -15 ; t-test). Moreover, their values in nucleosomal sequences gradually increased toward the central position of the nucleosome, which is consistent with the symmetric structure of the histone protein [1] . But the slide scores in the central regions of nucleosomal sequences Fig. (1) . DNA structural (twist, tilt, roll, shift, slide, and rise) profiles for nucleosomal (solid line) and linker (dash line) sequences. For a given deformation, the structural profile was smoothed with a 10-bp window in 1-bp increment. The horizontal axis gives the position of the sliding window labeled by its center relative to the center of nucleosomal (or linker) sequences and the vertical axis represents the profile score of each deformation. were significantly lower than that in linker sequences (p<10 -
; t-test).
These results suggest that the unusual physical properties might control nucleosome positioning, which in turn would affect the DNA accessibility to regulatory proteins and ultimately impact gene regulation.
Nucleosomal Sequences with Higher Flexibility
To investigate the flexibility of nucleosomal sequences and validate if the flexibility observed in nucleosomal DNA sequences are unique, we compared the flexibility between the 5,000 nucleosomal and 5,000 linker sequences by calculating FD value. We found that the FD value of nucleosomal sequence was significantly higher than that of linker sequence (p<10 -10 ; t-test), indicating that we can predict nucleosome positions according to FD. As no training is performed, FD will be fully an ab initio descriptor for nucleosome positioning prediction.
Nucleosome Positioning Near Regulatory Sites
Nucleosomes are known to play key roles in biological processes by controlling the accessibility of regulatory protein to DNA and modulating the high-order structure of chromatin. Recently, several genome-scale experimental maps and computational works have demonstrated that TSS and TTS regions are strongly nucleosome depleted [22, 27] . To demonstrate that FD can accurately predict nucleosome positioning, we analyzed nucleosome positing around several functional sites by calculating FD scores.
In a 50-bp sliding window with a step size of 10-bp, we calculated the FD score for genomic regions -500 bp to +500 bp relative to TSS. The average FD profile around TSS was plotted in Fig. (2) . An FD score trough locating at approximately 50 bp upstream of the TSS (Fig. 2) , indicating that this region is too rigid to wrap around the histone core. While the FD scores in flanking regions are higher, suggesting that these regions are flexible and biased to form nucleosomes. These results are in accordance with previous work that a pronounced nucleosome depleted region was found upstream of the TSS [22] . The nucleosome depleted region upstream of the TSS may allow the binding of the pre-initiation complex to this region.
The average FD profiles around TTS regions were also examined in the same way and distinctive flexibility profile was observed as shown in Fig. (3) . A deep FD valley was found in the intergenic border downstream of TTS, indicating strong nucleosome depletion in this region. The nucleosome depleted region near TTS may contribute to the assembly of anti-sense pre-initiation complexes, disassembly of polymerase machinery and recycling of RNA polymerase to the promoter by DNA looping [27] .
DNA replication is thought to be one of the most highly regulated processes referring to interactions between regulatory proteins and DNA sequences. The initiation of DNA replication is also regulated by chromatin structure. In a 50-bp sliding window with a step size of 10-bp, we calculated the FD score of the 322 experimentally confirmed ORIs. Fig. (4) shows that the average FD value in the core replication region (0~+250 bp) was lower than those within surrounding regions. And a FD valley was found at the core replication region (Fig. 4) . These results demonstrate that the core replication region shows a significantly lower flexibility than flanking regions. It has been reported that nucleosomes are depleted in core replication region but are well positioned in the flanking regions of ORI [5, 28] . Thus, the different flexibility distribution around ORI may be the signal of nucleosome positioning and facilitate DNA unwinding, protein binding and then replication fork progression during the process of genome replication.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we investigated six DNA physical structure parameters in nucleosomal and linker sequences. We found that the nucleosomal sequences had higher shift, rise, tilt and roll scores than linker sequences, while the slide score was lower in nucleosomal sequences than that in linker sequences. Since the structural properties of nucleosomal DNA sequences show significant difference from that of linker sequences, we defined the flexibility of DNA (FD) to predict nucleosome positions. By calculating FD, nucleosome positions around TSS, TTS and ORI were systematically analyzed and nucleosome depleted regions around these functional sites were observed (Figs. 2-4) . These results are in accordance with previous studies [22, 26, 27] and suggest the importance of DNA physical parameters (twist, tilt, roll, shift, slide and rise) in regulating nucleosome positioning. Fig. (4) . DNA flexibility around replication origin (ORI) of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome. The data were smoothed with a 50-bp sliding window in 10-bp increments from -500bp to 500bp relative to ORI. The horizontal axis gives the position of the sliding window labeled by its center relative to ORI and the vertical axis represents DNA flexibility (FD).
Due to the training data may not be representative of direct histone-DNA binding, the accuracy and resolution of previous sequence-based predictions of nucleosome positioning were still far from satisfactory. Unlike the previous computational approaches, our present model is not trained on genomic data and only depended on the DNA physical parameters of base-pair steps. The above findings have demonstrated that nucleosomal and linker sequences are signaled by unusual physical properties. Therefore, we expect that this suite of parameters will be useful for further elucidating nucleosome positioning mechanisms in eukaryotic genomes.
